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BSEC for brokerage houses abroad 
 Niaz Mahmud 

  Published at 06:03 pm August 19th, 2020 

 
Photo: BIGSTOCK 

'NRBs will be benefited availing the outlet facility as they will not 

depend on others in case of depositing or withdrawing funds 

from their BO accounts' 

The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) is going to 

allow brokerage houses opening    outlets abroad, aiming to enhance Non-

resident Bangladeshis’ (NRBs) participation in stocks business.  

The BSEC Chairman Professor Shibli Rubayat-ul-Islam recently gave 

directions to  Dhaka Stock Exchange and Chittagong Stock Exchange in this 

regard. 

Talking to Dhaka Tribune, BSEC spokesperson Mohammad Rezaul Karim said 

stock exchanges had been asked to consider the regulatory directives for 

opening trading outlets abroad. 

https://www.dhakatribune.com/author/Niaz%20Mahmud
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“NRBs will be benefited availing the outlet facility as they will not depend on 

others in case of depositing or withdrawing funds from their BO accounts” he 

said, adding that the NRBs would also be able to apply for initial public 

offerings directly. 

Interested brokerage firms, after getting approval from the BSEC and the 

Bangladesh Bank, can start their operations in foreign countries.   

According to the Central Depository Bangladesh Limited (CDBL) data, NRBs 

have now 126,000 beneficiary owners (BO) accounts. 

Meanwhile, the DSE Brokerage Association (DBA) recently sought permission 

from the securities regulator to increase brokerage house branches across the 

country. 

After the stock market crash in 2010, securities regulator put a bar on opening 

brokerage house branches outside the capital. 

The association in a letter said the capital market would develop further and 

grow immensely if new areas were covered and potential investors outside the 

capital city were roped in for share business. 

Now a stock broker can open as many as 15 branch offices.   
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The Business Standard 
20 August 2020 

Stock Exchanges to investigate RN 

Spinning and Family Tex 

The bourses will report to the securities regulator within seven working days of this 

directive being issued 

 

Both the bourses – Dhaka Stocks Exchange and Chittagong Stock Exchange – will 

investigate the whole affairs of R N Spinning Mills Ltd and Family Tex (BD) Ltd, 

including all its offices and factory premises. 

As per the recent directive of the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission 

(BSEC), the stock exchanges will inspect these companies which are listed on the 

capital market. 

A top official of Dhaka Stock Exchange said, "We received the commission's 

directive on Wednesday regarding the matter. We have also formed a committee to 

investigate those companies according to the regulator's instructions." 

The bourses will report to the securities regulator within seven working days of 

this directive being issued. 

RN Spinning Mills 

All production of the RN Spinning Mills Ltd was halted since last year after a fire 

gutted its factory. 

The auditors of the company, in their report, said the company's net loss stood at 

Tk612 crore at the end of the 2018-19 financial year. 
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"The company suffered a huge loss due to the fire in the factory. For this, there is 

significant doubt about the company's ability to conduct its activities as a going 

concern," the auditors said. 

Meanwhile, the company has reduced its paid up share capital to Tk56.07 crore 

from Tk392.54 crore. 

RN Spinning Mills Ltd Company Secretary Hannan Molla told The Business 

Standard, "We reduced the paid up capital to retrench the company's existing 

liabilities." 

"We, in a meeting held recently, got shareholders' approval to collect funds from 

other sources to resume the company's production," he said. 

On Wednesday, the price of RN Spinning Mills Ltd's shares closed at Tk4.10 at the 

Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE). The company was listed on the DSE in 2010. 

The company incurred a net loss of Tk32.75 crore in three quarters of the last 

financial year. 

Sponsors and directors of the company hold 30 percent shares out of the total 

shares, while institutional investors 12.82 percent, foreign investors 0.03 percent 

and general investors hold 57.15 percent shares. 

Family Tex 

In 2013, Family Tex raised capital of Tk34 crore at a face value of Tk10 per share 

through initial public offering (IPO). The company raised the capital to repay high 

interest bank loans. 

The company has been at a loss for three consecutive years. For this, the company 

did not pay any dividends to investors last year. It also made a nominal profit in 

the first half of the 2019-20 financial year. 

The price of its shares closed at Tk3.10 on Wednesday at DSE and its paid up 

capital is Tk354.16 crore. 

Most of the directors of the company have sold their shares. Now, they hold only 

4.02 percent out of total shares while general shareholders of the company hold 

77.57 percent shares. 
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BSEC moves to seize BO accounts of C&A 

Tex, Tung Hai Knitting directors 

The commission also directed that the managing directors and any other directors of 

the two companies will not be allowed to be on the board of directors of any listed 

company 

 

The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) has ordered the 

Central Depository Bangladesh Ltd (CDBL) and stock exchanges to seize all types 

of securities directly or indirectly held by the directors of C&A Textiles Ltd and 

Tung Hai Knitting & Dyeing Ltd in their respective Beneficiary Owners (BO) 

accounts. 

The stock market regulator issued a letter to the CDBL and stock exchanges in this 

regard on Tuesday. 

The BSEC took this decision at its commission meeting recently, sources said. 

The commission also directed that the managing directors and any other directors 

of the two companies will not be allowed to be on the board of directors of any 

listed company. 

It has also asked the Bangladesh Bank to freeze all the bank accounts of the 

managing directors and all other directors of both the companies. 

Earlier, the commission fined both the companies' shareholder directors and 

managing directors for trading shares without making a declaration. 
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Rukshana Morshed, managing director of C&A Textiles Ltd, sold 79 lakh shares 

without a declaration and made Tk6.98 crore profit. 

Also, its Shareholder Director Sharmin Akter Lovely sold 30 lakh shares without 

any declaration and made Tk3.61 crore profit. 

Bangladesh Shoe Industries Ltd, another shareholder director of the C&A Textiles, 

also sold 0.13 crore shares without any declaration to make a profit of Tk1.59 

crore. 

These directors violated the commission's two directives, which were made on July 

14, 2010, and November 22, 2011. 

The company's operations were closed with the sale of these shares. Its 

representatives were also absent from the commission hearing in this regard. When 

C&A Textiles did not reply to the Dhaka Stock Exchange's (DSE) queries, a DSE 

team visited the factory and found it under lock and key.  

For violating the securities law, the commission fined Managing Director 

Rukshana Morshed Tk8 crore, Shareholder Director Sharmin Akter Lovely Tk4 

crore and the Bangladesh Shoe Industries Ltd Tk2 crore. 

For violating the securities law, the commission also fined all the directors of C&A 

Textiles, except the independent ones, Tk1 crore each. 

The company also failed to submit its monthly shareholding report as per law from 

August 2017 to August 2018. 

C&A Textiles Ltd was listed on both the stock exchanges in 2015. 

Meanwhile, Tung Hai Knitting & Dyeing Ltd also failed to submit its monthly 

shareholding report. 

The company also did not reply to the DSE's query letter. Later, a DSE team 

visited the factory but found it locked. 

For violating the securities law, the commission then fined each of the company's 

directors, excluding the independent ones, Tk1 crore. 

The company was listed on both stock exchanges in 2014. 
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Brokers propose doubling single-day cash 

deposit limit for investors 

Stakeholders say the existing Tk5 lakh cash deposit limit is an obstacle to the businesses 

of investors and brokerage firms as well as to developing the stock market 

 
TBS Photo 

The DSE Brokers Association of Bangladesh (DBA) has proposed that the 

maximum limit of cash for deposit by an investor at a brokerage house be doubled 

to Tk10 lakh; from the existing Tk5 lakh. 

In this regard, DBA on Wednesday submitted a proposal to the Bangladesh 

Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) Chairman Prof Shibli Rubaiyat-ul 

Islam. 

DBA President Sharif Anwar Hossain confirmed this news to The Business 

Standard. 

Sources said an investor can submit only Tk5 lakh cash at a brokerage house in 

one day to buy securities, as stated in the law. This provision has been in effect for 

many years. 

However, it has now emerged as an obstacle to the businesses of investors and 

brokerage firms as well as to the development of the stock market, they observed. 

Meanwhile, the Bangladesh Bank has already allowed banks to receive a Tk10 

lakh deposit from a client in a day. 
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Concerned stakeholders said as investors fail to purchase their desired shares at a 

fixed rate in a day, because of the ban on accepting cash in excess of Tk5 lakh, 

they are growing annoyed and losing their interest in buying shares. 

On the other hand, due to a failure to buy shares as per the demand of investors, the 

daily turnover of brokerage houses has also reduced. Additionally, brokerage 

houses' income from the commission on transactions is decreasing. 

In this way, both investors and brokerage houses are suffering business losses. 

 


